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Abstract— Beam kind structures area unit being ordinarily 

utilized in steel construction and machinery industries, in 

structures and machines, and fatigue cracks area unit the most 

reason behind beams failure. Crack happens in beams to vary 

its dynamic behaviour of structure and examining these 

changes in crack location and crack size area unit known. The 

NDT ways area unit used for crack detection and that area 

unit expensive and time intense. During this paper the beam 

bear in mind to open thwart wise cracks. Presently analysis 

has targeted on using modal parameters i.e. natural frequency 

used for crack detection. During this paper the modal analysis 

was performed on cracked beams and a healthy beam, to 

calculate natural frequency. The primary 5 natural 

frequencies wear thought-about for crack detection. To find 

the crack i.e. crack depth and crack locations area unit 

aforethought. The intersection of those contours indicates 

crack location and crack depth, thence to notice multiple 

cracks. The experimental results area unit obtained by using 

FFT analyser. Finally the ANSYS result compare with 

experimental result. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The behaviour of members of structure varies as per broken 

or unblemished condition. Most of structures fail because of 

injury like cracks in member. So, several experiments area 

unit done to understand the dynamic behaviour of members. 

The cracks cause the reduction in stiffness and natural 

frequency. During this paper the target is to induce the natural 

frequency of cantilever beam with multiple cracks that alert 

from resonance of structure that results in fail. And conjointly 

verify the frequency with the experimental and analytical 

price. Mechanical structures in commission life area unit 

subjected to combined or separate effects of the dynamic 

load, temperature, corrosive medium and different variety of 

damages. Beam is wide utilized in aircrafts and machinery 

structures. owing to vibration and cyclic loading action it get 

cracks on that, that's fatigue cracks area unit the most reason 

behind beam failure. This results in the modification the 

natural frequency of member. This experiment done to 

understand the result of crack characteristics (location, depth, 

number of cracks) on natural frequencies of beam. The 

importance of an early detection of cracks seems to be crucial 

for each safety and economic reasons as a result of fatigue 

cracks area unit potential supply of ruinous structural failure. 

injury identifications ways area unit principally based mostly 

upon the shifts in natural frequencies or changes in mode 

shapes[6]. Detection techniques supported the non-

destructive testing (NDT) has been desirable because of low 

price and operational aspects associated with the utilization 

of the analyzed structure. The methods for injury detection 

supported the sensitivity and applied math parameters. Some 

ways area unit supported the dynamic characteristics of 

structures like natural frequencies. Vibration based mostly 

modal analysis detection techniques as crack or any injury in 

a very structure changes its dynamic characteristics, i.e. 

natural frequencies, mode shapes , modal participation factors 

, modal damping, , and impulse response and frequency 

response functions etc. The changes in these dynamic 

properties depend upon the size and location of harm. Hence, 

by watching the modification in any or all of these 

parameters, injury will be characterized [4]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, the literature touching on numerous technique 

of crack detection conducted by earlier researchers is 

presented. Thatoi et al. [1] have studied the Cascade Forward 

Back Propagation (CFBP) network for crack detection in 

Leonhard Euler Bernoulli beam like structure through the 

data of changes within the natural frequencies and their 

measurements. Labib et al.[2] have studied the free vibration 

analysis of beams and frames with multiple cracks for injury 

detection .The problem of scheming the natural frequencies 

of beams with multiple cracks and frames with cracked beams 

is studied. The natural frequencies area unit obtained 

employing a new technique within which a motility spring 

model is employed to represent the cracks. 

 The Wittrick- Williams algorithmic program is 

employed to reckon the natural frequencies within the 

ensuing transcendental Eigen price drawback. Ghadami et al. 

[3] have studied a brand new pliant multiple-crack detection 

algorithmic program in beam-like structures. During this 

article, a straightforward technique for sleuthing, localizing 

and quantifying multiple cracks in beams victimization 

natural frequencies are given. we have a tendency to model 

cracks as motility springs and demonstrate a relationship 

among natural frequencies, crack locations and depths. 

Jassim et al. [4] gift a review on the vibration analysis for an 

injury incidence of a cantilever beam. Behzad et al. [5] have 

studied the tactic for detection of multiple edge cracks in 

Euler-Bernoulli beams having 2 differing types of cracks is 

given supported energy equations. Every crack is shapely as 

a mass less motility spring victimization Linear Elastic 

Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) theory, and a relationship 

among natural frequencies, crack locations and stiffness of 

equivalent springs is incontestable. Mazanogluandsabuncu 

[6] have studied a frequency based mostly algorithmic 

program for identification of single and double cracked 

beams for a applied math approach utilized in experiment. 

The algorithmic program given during this paper makes it 

attainable to find the acceptable positions of 2 cracks 

searched over the frequency map. The algorithmic program is 

tested within the examples using the frequency map ready by 

the idea given and also the input frequency ratios obtained by 

the business finite part program. Therefore, this paper 

conjointly presents a applied math approach referred to as 

‗recursively scaled zoomed frequencies (RSZF)' for 

minimizing the deviations caused by sensitivity and 

determination lack in measured natural frequencies. Lee [7] 
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have studied cracks area unit shapely as mass less motility 

springs and also the forward drawback is solved victimization 

the finite part technique. The inverse drawback is solved 

iteratively for the crack locations and sizes victimization the 

Newton-Raphson technique and also the singular price 

decomposition technique. Lam and principle [8] have studied 

applied math detection of multiple cracks on skinny plates 

utilizing dynamic response. The quantity of cracks is initial 

known by adopting the theorem model category 

choicetechnique within the initial part. within the second part, 

the posterior (updated) likelihood density operate(PDF) of the 

crack parameters, like crack locations, lengths and depths 

area unit known following the theorem applied math 

identification framework. Prabhakar [9] studied the vibration 

analysis of cracked beam. The vibration analysis of a 

cantilever beam with 2 open thwart wise cracks considers, 

learning the response characteristics. The results obtained 

numerically area unit valid with the results obtained from the 

simulation. The simulations have through with the assistance 

of ANSYS software. 

 The equation is that the basic instrument in finding 

the multi-crack detection of beam. Patiland Maiti [17] gift on 

experimental verification of a technique of detection of 

multiple Cracks in beams based mostly on frequency 

measurements. a technique for prediction of location and size 

of multiple cracks supported mensuration of natural 

frequencies has been verified by experimentation for slender 

cantilever beams with 2 and 3 traditional edge cracks. 

Ruotolo and surace [18] have gift on natural frequencies of a 

bar with multiple cracks. During this paper the sleek operate 

technique, antecedently planned for bending vibrations, is 

extended to the calculation of longitudinal natural frequencies 

of a moving isotropous bar with AN capricious finite range 

of trigonalthwart wise open cracks. Owolabi et al. [19] have 

gift on crack detection in beams victimization changes in 

frequencies and amplitudes of frequency response functions. 

The work reportable during this paper {is part|is a 

component|is AN element} of an in progress analysis on the 

experimental investigations of the results of cracks and 

damages on the integrity of structures, with a read to notice, 

quantify, and confirm their extents and locations. Patil and 

Maiti [20] have studied the tactic for detection of multiple 

open cracks in very slender Euler-Bernoulli beams is given 

supported frequency measurements. 

 Chinchalkar [21] gift on determination of crack 

location in beams victimization natural frequencies. 

Chaudhary and Maiti [22] have studied the modeling of 

thwart wise vibration of beam of linearly variable depth with 

edge crack. during this paper modeling of thwart wise 

vibration of a beam of linearly variable depth and constant 

thickness within the presence of an open edge crack 

traditional to its axis has been planned victimisation the idea 

of a motility spring to represent the crack section and also the 

Frobenius technique to change attainable detection of 

location of the crack supported the mensuration of natural 

frequencies. The tactic also can be accustomed solve the 

forward drawback. Within the gift topic, variety of papers 

revealed to date are surveyed, reviewed and analyzed. 

 A substantial quantity of labor has been conducted 

on natural frequency and mode form based most ly-injury 

detection ways within the past. Frequency response functions, 

on the opposite hand, area unit used solely to notice the injury 

by looking for the nonlinear options of frequency response 

functions. a number of the approaches use finite part 

technique as a tool for Analysis and that they area unit 

unvarying and need an initial guess. 

 As a result the error within the answer is remarkably 

influenced by the initial guess. Most of the researchers 

studied the result of one and multiple crack on the dynamics 

of structures. Heaps of studies victimisation natural 

frequency as a injury detection tool area unit being applied 

within the vibration based mostly injury detection field. 

Recently, a brand new vibration based mostly injury detection 

technique that utilizes a shift in natural frequencies has been 

the main focus during this thesis. Results obtained from these 

studies appear less dimmed in terms of harm identification 

when put next to modal analysis results. 

 The signals obtained in defect-cantilever cracked 

beams were compared within the frequency domain. 

Simulations area unit obtained by the FEA software system 

such as Ansys. In this topic, a brand new technique to notice 

and find a crack in a very structural element is introduced. 

The tactic planned is an extension of a recently developed 

technique for identification of harm in cantilever beams. The 

tactic exploits the frequency response functions for the 

detection and identification of cracks in structures. thus an 

effort has been created to formulate a sensible Technique for 

localization and identification of multiple cracks cantilever 

beams. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this case, for a given drawback, it's necessary to live or 

reckon the primary 5 thwart wise natural frequencies of the 

beam with a crack and also the corresponding un-cracked 

beam. For every mode, a variation of normalized natural 

frequencies with crack location and crack depth is obtained 

by plotting 3dimensional surfaces. As expressed earlier, each 

the crack location and also the crack depth influence the 

changes within the natural frequencies of a cracked beam. 

Consequently, a selected frequency might correspond to 

totally different crack locations and crack depths. On this 

basis, a isometric, that has an equivalent normalized 

frequency modification ensuing from a mixture of various 

crack depths and crack locations (for a selected mode) may 

be aforethought in a very curve with crack location and crack 

depth as its axes. Then plot contour lines from totally 

different modes on an equivalent axes. The purpose of 

intersection, common to all or any the 3 modes, indicates the 

crack location, and crack depth. 

IV. MODEL ANALYSIS USINGFEM 

A. Numerical Modeling of Beam 

To create a numerical model of laboratory specimen beams, 

the business finite part (FE) analysis package ANSYS 14.5 is 

used. The scale of the numerical model area unit supported 

the measurements of the laboratory beams: 240mm, long, 

20mmX12mm, cross section. If values area unit shut it 

reflects the wonderful quality of finite part models ready with 

the assistance of ANSYS14.5. The part kind used is SOLID 

PLANE 183. 
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 This part is chosen because it is usually 

recommended by ANSYS documentation for 3dimensional 

modeling of solid structures and since wire cut injury will 

simply shapely for this part. Per manufacturer’s 

specifications of the laboratory steel beams, the modulus of 

snap is about to be 210Gpa, the poisons magnitude relation to 

zero.3 and density to7860kg/m3. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Experimental Model Description 

Mild steel beams area unit use for the experimental 

investigation. To use fixed-free ends beams. Every beam 

model cross- sectional space 20mm X 20mm with a length of 

three hundred millimeter from mounted finish. 

 The subsequent material properties: elastic modulus, 

E=210Gpa, density, _=7860 Kg/m3, the Poisson magnitude 

relation, μ=0.3. 

 
Fig. 1: Experimental Set-Up 

B. Experimental Procedure 

The fixed-free beam models area unit clamped at one finish. 

The beam excitation with a bearing hammer. the primary 5 

natural frequencies of the un-cracked beam were measured. 

Then, cracks were generated to the required depth employing 

a wire cut EDM (around zero.35mm thick); the crack 

perpetually remained open throughout dynamic testing. 

Beams models area unit check with cracks at totally different 

locations ranging from a location concerning mounted finish. 

The dynamic responses of the beam model were measured by 

victimisation light-weight measuring device placed on the 

model as indicated in Fig. 1. The response measurements 

were non-inheritable, one at a time, victimisation the FFT 

analyzer. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Crack changes the dynamic behavior of the structure and by 

examining this variation, crack size and position will be 

known. Nondestructive testing (NDT) ways area unit used for 

detection of crack that area unit terribly expensive and time 

intense. Presently analysis has targeted on victimization 

modal parameters like natural frequency, mode form to notice 

crack in beams. During this paper a technique for detection of 

2thwartwise cracks in a very slender Euler-Bernoulli beam is 

given. Once the beams have 2 cracks, contour lines cannot be 

directly used because of the need of plotting contours for all 

totally different location and depth combos of cracks. This 

drawback is solved by project. The potency is verified 

victimisation then a natural frequency magnitude relation 

obtained by each the experiments and also the business finite 

part program (ANSYS). Hence for sleuthing multiple cracks 

fixed cantilever beams. The experimental results of 

frequencies area unit compared with the numerical results of 

frequencies victimisation Finite part code. The experimental 

frequency will be obtained victimisation quick Fourier 

Transform analyzer. 
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